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11 Direct metal fabrication systems like electron beam melting (EBM) and direct
12 metal laser sintering (also called selective laser melting) are gaining popu-
13 larity. One reason is the design and fabrication freedom that these technolo-
14 gies offer over traditional processes. One specific feature that is of interest is
15 mesh or lattice structures that can be produced using these powder-bed sys-
16 tems. One issue with the EBM process is that the powder trapped within the
17 structure during the fabrication process is sintered and can be hard to remove
18 as the mesh density increases. This is usually not an issue for the laser-based
19 systems since most of them work at a low temperature and the sintering of the
20 powder is less of an issue. Within the scope of this project, a chemical etching
21 process was evaluated for sintered powder removal using three different cel-
22 lular structures with varying mesh densities. All meshes were fabricated via
23 EBM using Ti6Al4V powder. The results are promising, but the larger the
24 structures, the more difficult it is to completely remove the sintered powder
25 without affecting the integrity of the mesh structure.

26 INTRODUCTION

27 Cellular metals, also known as metal foams, can
28 be explained as solid metals exhibiting cellular
29 structures that form voids called pores. In general,
30 there are two broad categories of metal foams, sto-
31 chastic and nonstochastic geometries. Briefly, sto-
32 chastic foams have random variations in the shape
33 and size of the cells, whereas in contrast, periodic
34 cellular structures have repeating lattice structures
35 and can be categorized by their shapes and sizes.
36 Cellular structures can be used for numerous
37 purposes such as filters, silencers, supports for cat-
38 alysts, and heat exchangers.1 Another area of use
39 for these structures is biomedical implants where
40 tissue ingrowth is needed. According to Harrysson
41 et al.,2 the fixation strength of a cementless implant
42 relies on its pore size. Tissues need certain surface
43 conditions to grow on, and the same research has
44 summarized that pore sizes between 50 lm and
45 800 lm are usually found to fulfill the requirements
46 for bone tissue.
47 This research addresses the problem by studying
48 different cellular structures made by the electron
49 beam melting (EBM) process with customized pore

50sizes and looks at methods for removing the trapped
51powder. Chua et al.3 indicated that this is a common
52problem for powder-based additive manufacturing
53(AM) processes, especially when a large part is
54made and the trapped powder is beyond reach. A
55research project on Ti-6Al-4V for biomedical appli-
56cations by Li et al.4 found that cellular structures
57fabricated by EBM are covered with loosely sintered
58metal particles and suggested that some cleaning
59process needs to be used to remove them.
60The purpose of this research is to fabricate dif-
61ferent nonstochastic Ti-6Al-4V cellular structures
62with pore sizes below 800 lm and to investigate the
63feasibility and effectiveness of cleaning the trapped
64powder inside the structures with a chemical etch-
65ing technique using hydrofluoric-nitric acid solu-
66tions at different etching periods. Three different
67cell geometries were used to build the samples:
68hexagon, octahedron, and rhombic dodecahedron.
69Our hypothesis is that the chemical etching will
70decrease the diameter of the struts leading to an
71increased porosity while dissolving the trapped
72sintered powder inside the mesh structure. Because
73the trapped powder particles have a much larger
74surface area then the solid struts, we hypothesize
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75 that the trapped powder will dissolve much faster
76 than the solid struts leading to a clean mesh
77 structure. The ideal initial structure should have
78 struts that are oversized, leading to a high initial
79 density with ‘‘small’’ pores. After the etching, the
80 trapped powder should be dissolved and the
81 resulting mesh structure should have the desired
82 density and pore sizes. Furthermore, the chemical
83 etching will lead to smoother struts that will
84 increase the overall fatigue life of the structure.

85 ELECTRON BEAM MELTING

86 The EBM process is a powder-bed-based direct
87 metal fabrication process that uses a high power
88 electron beam (4.5 kW) to selectively melt thin lay-
89 ers of metal powder (50 lm) in successive layers.
90 The process is taking place under vacuum at an
91 elevated temperature. The temperature is depen-
92 dent on the material, and for Ti6Al4V, a base tem-
93 perature of 750�C is used.5 The vacuum level is
94 controlled to approximately 2 9 10�3 bar to keep
95 the beam focus constant. To maintain the elevated
96 temperature, the electron beam is used to preheat
97 each fresh layer of powder before melting takes
98 place. The beam is scanned over the entire build
99 area at a high speed and low power. The preheating

100 serves two purposes when processing metals with
101 low electrical conductivity. First, the elevated tem-
102 perature of the powder is maintained, and second,
103 the powder is lightly sintered together to increase
104 the bulk electrical conductivity to prevent the pow-
105 der particles from charging and repelling each
106 other. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘‘smoke’’ by
107 Arcam AB (Mölndal, Sweden) and happens when
108 the electrons are not dissipated to ground fast
109 enough due to low conductivity. While the sintering
110 of the powder helps the process, it makes it more
111 difficult to remove ‘‘loose’’ powder from internal
112 features. This is particularly important when fab-
113 ricating mesh structures. Because of the elevated

114temperature throughout the build, the final parts
115have very low internal residual stresses and usually
116do not need post heat treatment. Standard process
117parameters developed by Arcam were used for these
118builds.

119STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

120Relative Density

121Gibson and Ashby6 indicated that relative density
122is the most important structural feature for metallic
123foams. In general, relative density is the ratio of the
124foam’s density to the density of the solid material
125that the foam is made of, calculated by q/qs (where
126q is the density of the foam and qs is the density of
127the solid). The porosity of a cellular structure is
128simply (1 � q/qs) and can be defined as the volume
129fraction occupied by the pore space in the structure.
130Ashby7 and Wadley8 suggested that the relative
131density in a structure can be manipulated by
132modifying the cell’s edge length and wall thickness.
133Both references provided mathematical equations
134on calculating relative density for certain cell
135geometries in relation to their edge length and wall
136thickness.

137Cell Topology and Shape

138Cell topology can be either closed cells or open
139cells. Closed cells have membrane-like surfaces that
140seal them off from the neighboring cells.6 For bone
141ingrowth purposes, the cell structure must be open.
142Besides topology, cell shape also plays an important
143role in contributing to the structure’s properties. In
144three-dimensional arrays, various cell shapes can be
145packed together to fill the space and build up a
146nonstochastic cellular structure. Figure 1 shows
147several shapes of unit cells, and Table I summarizes
148the properties of unit cell geometries commonly
149considered for cellular structures (where h is the

Fig. 1. Examples of commonly used unit cells.
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150 height of the unit cell and l is the length of the
151 strut).

152 Design and Fabrication of Structures

153 Three different polyhedral structures were
154 selected as the unit cells for the described research:
155 hexagonal, rhombic dodecahedral, and octahedral
156 cell structures. Their unit cells were designed in
157 SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp.,
158 Waltham, MA) with the characteristics shown in
159 Fig. 2. These unit cells were patterned to fill space
160 and form a cube with the dimensions of approxi-
161 mately 25.4 mm 9 25.4 mm 9 25.4 mm. The struts
162 were designed with a square cross section rather
163 than a circular one to reduce the size of the stere-
164 olithography (STL) files. During the melting of
165 these thin struts, the resulting cross section will be
166 more circular than square. Because of SolidWorks’
167 limitations, most of the patterning procedures were
168 carried out using Magics software (Materialise,
169 Leuven, Belgium). After the unit cells were com-
170 pletely patterned, the STL files were checked for
171 errors and corrected in the same software before
172 being exported them to the EBM build software.
173 The build substrate was first preheated to 750�C
174 by scanning the electron beam over it before the
175 first layer of Ti6Al4V powder was deposited and
176 melted. The successive layers were melted accord-

177ing to the above described process until the build
178was completed. The build chamber was cooled with
179helium gas after the completion of each build. Parts
180were taken out of the chamber and initially cleaned
181with pressurized air containing titanium powder,
182which is the standard method for cleaning Ti6Al4V
183EBM parts. To observe and compare the chemical
184etching effects toward removing the trapped powder
185in the later stage of this research, the cleaning time
186was set to 3 min for each cube, where each surface
187of the cube was blasted for 30 s.
188The pore size of the structures needs to be less
189than 800 lm to obtain good bone tissue ingrowth. To
190acquire the right pore size for these structures, they
191were built in decreasing scales (Fig. 3), and the
192resulting pores were measured using a Hirox KH-
1937700 (Hirox-USA, Hackensack, NJ) digital micro-
194scope as shown in Fig. 4. The number of cells was
195kept constant so the size of the cubes decreased with
196decreasing unit cells. Based on this scaling method,
197it was found that the initial pore and strut values in
198Table II produced pore sizes of approximately
199600 lm.

200Chemical Etching Procedure

201Several acids such as hydrochloric acid (HCl),
202sulfuric acid (H2SO4), hydrofluoric acid (HF), and
203nitric acid (HNO3) are known to react with

Table I. Geometric property of unit cells6

Cell shape Cell volume Surface area Edge length

Tetrahedron 0.118l3 3l2 6l
Triangular prism 0.433lh2 0.86l2 + 3lh 6l + 3h
Square prism lh2 2l2 + 4lh 8l + 4h
Hexagonal prism 2.598lh2 3l2 + 6lh 12l + 6h
Octahedron 0.471l3 3.46l2 12l
Rhombic dodecahedron 2.79l3 10.58l2 24l

Fig. 2. Unit cell characteristics for hexagonal, rhombic dodecahedral, and octahedral: (a) is the pore size, (b) is the strut size, and (c) is the build
angle.
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204 titanium. However, titanium and its alloys require
205 strong etchants to remove the adherent oxide film
206 on their surface; thus, a combination of HF and
207 HNO3 is commonly found in the etchants.9 How-
208 ever, proper ratios of both acids in the solution need
209 to be selected carefully as it will affect the etching

210rate and the amount of hydrogen absorbed in cast
211Ti-6Al-4V.10 It was found that larger amounts of
212HNO3 will reduce hydrogen absorption. Brunette
213et al.11 also suggested that the ratio of HF to HNO3

214needs to be at a ratio of 1:10 to reduce hydro-
215gen absorption, which will lead to surface
216embrittlement.
217A preliminary study was conducted to determine
218suitable etching conditions for this research project.
219Twelve Ti-6Al-4V cubic mesh specimens were fab-
220ricated via EBM (four specimens for each cell shape)
221and the sizes were approximately 25.4 mm 9

22225.4 mm 9 25.4 mm. Pre-etched relative densities
223for the hexagonal, rhombic dodecahedral, and octa-
224hedral specimens were measured and the average
225values obtained were 0.33, 0.19, and 0.45, respec-
226tively. These specimens had larger pore sizes than
227the specimens used later in this project. Four groups
228consisting of three specimens, one from each cell
229type, were formed and etched in hydrofluoric-nitric
230acid solution (2% HF, 20% HNO3, and the balance is
231H2O) under four different combinations of etchant
232volume and etching time: 200 mL for 90 s, 200 mL
233for 120 s, 400 mL for 90 s, and 400 mL for 120 s.
234After each etching process, the samples were rinsed
235inside a deionized water bath six times and dried
236with nitrogen. Postetched relative densities were
237measured and compared with the pre-etched ones.
238The reductions in the relative densities are shown
239in Fig. 5.
240The results show that the etchant volume affects
241the material removal quantity only when a longer
242etching time is used. The corrosive agent in the

Fig. 3. Scaling of structures: (a) hexagonal mesh structures and (b)
rhombic dodecahedral mesh structures. Structures used in this
research are marked by the arrows in the picture.

Fig. 4. Pore measurement (a) and strut measurement (b) with Hirox KH-7700 digital microscope under 9100 magnification.

Table II. Characteristics of unit cells used for the rest of the research

Unit cell shape Initial pore size (A) (mm) Initial strut size (B) (mm) Strut angle (C) (�)

Hexagon 1.2 0.1 30
Rhombic dodecahedron 1.5 0.1 54.74
Octahedron 1.4 0.1 53.13
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243 etchant depleted over time and the etching rate
244 decreased. This effect was expected to become
245 greater when the actual specimens were used as
246 they have more trapped powder due to their much
247 smaller pore sizes. It can be seen that the first three
248 conditions have similar results except for the octa-
249 hedral. Based on this preliminary study, two etch-
250 ing conditions were selected for further tests:
251 400 mL for 90 s and 400 mL for 120 s. Table III
252 summarizes the number of specimens made and
253 their allocations in this research.

254 Estimation of Trapped Powder

255 Nine samples were used to evaluate the effect of
256 chemical etching toward reducing the amount of
257 trapped powder inside the meshes, three samples
258 for each cell type, which consist of unetched, 90 s
259 etching, and 120 s etching. Each cube was mounted
260 in low-viscosity resin and placed in a vacuum
261 chamber to ensure full penetration. The mounted
262 specimens were parted into two sections parallel to
263 the build direction with a water-cooled SiC abrasive
264 cut-off saw. Next, the parting surface was polished
265 to obtain an optimal surface for microscopic
266 inspection. The amount of trapped powder was
267 measured in terms of surface area as the region
268 with and without powder inside the mesh can be
269 differentiated distinctively. The surfaces were also
270 inspected under a Hirox KH-7700 digital micro-
271 scope. Figure 6 shows the cross-sectional area of a
272 parted hexagonal cube.

273SUMMARY OF RESULTS

274Measurements of Structures

275Twenty-seven parts were measured in terms of
276their strut and pore sizes. Twelve readings were
277taken from each specimen, three from each surface
278parallel to the build direction (four surfaces in
279total). The top and bottom surfaces of the cubes
280were not measured because they have different cell
281layouts. Tables IV and V list the measurement re-
282sults of struts and pores respectively, measured
283with the Hirox KH-7700 digital microscope. The
284values presented are the averages of three speci-
285mens. The results show that the corrosive action
286from the chemical etching processes clearly reduced
287the mass of the structures, hence decreasing their
288relative densities.

289Trapped Powder Removal

290The amount of trapped powder within the mesh
291structures was measured by calculating the area
292possessed by the powder for each cube’s cross sec-
293tion as shown in Fig. 7. A standard measuring ruler
294was used as it was not possible to obtain the entire
295image of the cross section with the Hirox KH-7700
296digital microscope even with the lowest magnifica-

Fig. 5. Average of percentage reduction in relative density for different etching conditions.

Table III. Allocation of samples for chemical
etching

Unit cell shape

Sample size, n

TotalNonetched 90 s 120 s

Hexagon 3 3 3 27
Rhombic dodecahedron 3 3 3
Octahedron 3 3 3

Fig. 6. Cross sections of a cube with a hexagonal structure showing
the trapped powder inside.
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297 tion. Furthermore, the areas occupied by the pow-
298 der are approximately rectangular in shape, so
299 measuring their edges was straightforward.
300 Table VI lists the outcomes of the evaluation, and
301 Fig. 8 shows the microscopic observations under
302 Hirox KH-7700 digital microscope. As can be seen
303 from the images, the trapped sintered powder is
304 denser in the nonetched sample than in the etched
305 samples. Even between the 90 s sample and the
306 120 s sample, there is a difference in remaining

307sintered powder density. Furthermore, the images
308show that the strut cross sections are smaller in the
309etched samples than in the nonetched sample.

310DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

311Nonstochastic Ti-6Al-4V cellular structures with
312small pore sizes (approximately 600 lm) have been
313successfully fabricated via EBM. The scaling
314method has been used to tailor and determine the

Table IV. Strut sizes of lattice structures in different etching conditions

Structure
Etching
condition

Average strut
diameter (lm)

Standard
deviation (lm)

Average relative
density

Hexagonal Not etched 515.13 40.32 0.3583
90 s 376.02 33.81 0.3217
120 s 302.30 23.40 0.2807

Rhombic dodecahedral Not etched 478.28 31.77 0.3604
90 s 300.84 35.03 0.3105
120 s 253.80 22.08 0.2955

Octahedral Not etched 467.70 36.43 0.4108
90 s 357.09 31.47 0.3425
120 s 311.14 23.28 0.3182

Table V. Pore sizes of lattice structures in different etching conditions

Structure
Etching
condition Average pore size (lm)

Standard
deviation (lm)

Average relative
density

Hexagonal Not etched 572.41 48.08 0.3583
90 s 726.65 61.14 0.3217
120 s 864.03 50.81 0.2807

Rhombic dodecahedral Not etched 603.96 56.59 0.3604
90 s 907.95 67.90 0.3105
120 s 1057.02 73.43 0.2955

Octahedral Not etched 601.88 57.26 0.4108
90 s 843.31 75.85 0.3425
120 s 951.48 59.84 0.3182

Fig. 7. Cross sections of hexagon cubes showing the trapped powder inside the mesh structures: (a) not etched, (b) 90 s etched, and (c) 120 s
etched.
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315 initial pore sizes in the SolidWorks’ drawing files to
316 obtain the required final pore sizes. Fabrication of
317 structures with smaller pore sizes has not been
318 successful because of the machine’s resolution at the
319 time. When attempting to fabricate meshes with
320 smaller pores, most of the pores are not fully opened
321 and their shapes are not consistent. It is anticipated
322 that smaller pore sizes will be possible to fabricate
323 in the near future as the EBM technology continues
324 to develop.

325The chemical etching approach used to remove
326the trapped powder within the structures does not
327seem completely successful and conclusive. While
328the etched samples were reduced in weight, relative
329density, and strut size, little significant changes in
330trapped powder were observed from the samples’
331cross sections. Further inspection under the Hirox
332KH-7700 digital microscope clearly showed the re-
333gion with and without powder, but there were no
334other indications to differentiate between the unet-
335ched and etched structures. It is not clear how much
336the decrease in weight was contributed by the strut
337sizes reduction and the trapped powder removal.
338The results also indicate that the hexagonal struc-
339tures have the most powder trapped in every con-
340dition. This is consistent with their pore sizes which
341are relatively smaller compared to rhombic
342dodecahedral and octahedral structures. From
343Fig. 7, it can be seen that the cross sections seem to
344have a ‘‘frame’’ of denser powder an equal distance
345from the surfaces. This phenomenon was seen in all
346the specimens. The authors hypothesized that this
347is powder that is being compressed during the
348blasting session. Because each sample is blasted
349with compressed air and titanium powder from each
350direction for the exact same period of time, the
351depth is consistent. Due to the compaction of the

Table VI. Measured area of trapped powder inside
the cellular structures

Unit cell
Etching
condition

Area of
trapped

powder (mm2)

Hexagonal Not etched 298.06
90 s 316.13
120 s 297.29

Rhombic Dodecahedral Not etched 243.87
90 s 245.68
120 s 260.13

Octahedral Not etched 261.93
90 s 270.97
120 s 254.45

Fig. 8. Microscopic observations from the cross section of (a) unetched, (b) 90 s etched, and (c) 120 s etched hexagonal cubes with Hirox KH-
7700 digital microscope under 950 magnification.
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352 powder, the ‘‘frame’’ only extends for about 2 mm
353 into the structure, resulting in a lower density of
354 powder in the center of the part. During the etching
355 cycle, the looser powder in the center portion is
356 removed faster while the ‘‘frame’’ of denser powder
357 stays more intact. The micrographs in Fig. 8 show
358 that even the compacted powder is being removed
359 by the etching but at a much slower rate. If the
360 etching were to be continued until the denser
361 ‘‘frame’’ was completely cleared, then the integrity
362 of the structure would most likely be lost. Other
363 approaches to remove trapped powder within the
364 lattice structures should be explored. Suggested
365 methods are ultrasonic bath and mechanical vibra-
366 tions via a vibrating plate. Another approach is to
367 directly etch the specimens without blasting them
368 first.
369
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